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EDITORIAL
Oops!  Oopside down, in tact.

Apologies to John Elias, whose Paper
Disc Cutter was pictured upside down
on  page  15  ot  the  June  issue.    The
Editor  gave  the  printers  the  colour
illustrations,   then   took   a   week   off
(looking  tor  Erector®  on  Cape  Cod).
When the week was over, so was the
printing.   The front tires were lacking
from   the   pictures  of   the   Horseless
Carriage  too.   Having   bought  some
new  O-rings,  the  Ed.  forgot  to  put
them on before taking the pictures.

Welcome Back:   Just before
the  June  issue  appeared,  about  175
copies of the front page of the March
issue  went  out,  with  an  invitation  to
re-subscribe   to   names   on   former
mailing   lists   of   Canad/'an   Meccano
News    and    the    British    Columbia
Meccano  Club.    A  few  trickled  back
marked "moved", but more came back

i:#:d'°;Tur°'MS£S:#!°f?js;nd:lea::
pen   pals   that   OMIV  is   here   again.
Editors    ot    other    Meccano/Erector
newsletters, please use a little of your
space    to    give    your    readers    our
Treasurer's   address:      Ms.   Marsha
Brandston,   CMAMAS,   130   Neptune
Drive,     Suite     1109,     Toronto     ON
M6A  IX5;  she  cheerfully  takes  your
$30  (Can.  or  U.S.).

Missing Persons: Does any-
one know the whereabouts of these?
If   so   please   let   the   Editor   know.
Bill  Lutes,  Mississauga.
Jamie Melville,  Angus,  ON.
Michael Stephens,  Pinawa,  Man.
John  Fraser,  Port Elgin,  ON.
Jim Skipper, Waterloo, ON.

Lift   Bridge:       Not   often,    I
suspect,    is   a   modeling   challenge
answered   as   quickly   as   the   June
picture  ot  a  in bridge.    In  tact  Jack
Drysdale  of  Victoria  had   long  since
built    models   of   the    two   bascule
bridges  at Johnson  Street in Victoria
-  and  the  similarity  to  the  Kingston
bridge is quite evident.

New  Parts:     Sehor  Alberto
F`ichini, the manufacturer of Exacto in
Buenos Aires, has sent samples of his

"more than Meccano" parts.  His letter

is  elsewhere  in  this  issue.    The  new
Exacto parts,  precisely designed  and
manufactured,   and   finished   in   the
best lacquer your editor has ever seen
on   construction   parts,   offer   many
modeling   possibilities   and   comple-
ment any Meccano® stock perfectly.

Obituary:    The  August  issue  of  the
New Zealand  Federation of  Meccano
Modellers  Magazine  err.Ived  w.ith  the
news that Bill Watt, for over a decade
editor    rvzFMMA/,    had    suffered    a
stroke which  left  him very weak,  and
that  he  haci   reluctantly  relinquished
his  post.    Barely  a week  latter came
the  news  that  Bill  had  died.   The  NZ
Federation and the Meccano® world in
general have lost another enthusiastic
and stauncri figure.   New Zealanders

::yyemb::;,!:::y#:a::::¥:oa:i:I::::
but a national  Federation  and  its fine
bimonthly   magazine   to   keep   them
together  and  active.   The  loss  of  Bill
Watt  will  be  deeply  felt  across  New
Zealand and through the international
fellowship of Meccanodom.

Don  Fledmond
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AUG. 30 -SEP 2,1996:   Steam  Era
at    the     Fairgrounds,     Milton,     ON,
Labour  Day  Weekend,  presented  by
the    Ontario    Steam    and    Antique
Preservers  Association.     This  is  the
biggest show of things that puff , hoot,
chug,   spin   and   run,    anywhere   in
Canada.      It   you   want   a   modeling
Challenge, bring a camera and come!
There   is    a   display    in    the   Model
Building ot models and toys all built to
scale and running on their own power
or steam power.   No official Meccano®
display, but a source of inspiration for
modelers.  Write the Association,  Box
133, Milton ON L9T 2Y3 ; or telephone

(905)  455-8258,  878-3205,  or  793-
6893.     If  you're  going,  get  in  touch
with John Wapshott,  (416) 251 -4063.

OCT.  19-20,  1996:     Canadian  Toy
Collectors Society Toy Show, Skyway
Trade   &   Conference   Centre,   Dixon
Poad  at  Hwy.  27,  Mississauga,  ON.
CMAMAS  has  been  invited  to  return
to the CTCS Show alter its enthusias-
tic reception at the 1995 show.   Setup
Sat., Oct.19; show Sun. Oct. 20, 9am
to   3pm.   Coordinator   for   CMAMAS
display:  John  Wapshott,  54  Cannon
F}d,   Etobicoke  ON   MBY  IS1;     (416)
251-4063.   Phone John before Sept.
30/    A  show  flyer  was  in  the  June
OAAV;  look for  it  also  in  this  issue!

NOV.  8-9-10,  1996:    Hobby  Show,
International    Centre,    Airport    Boad
at  Derry   Pload,   Mississauga.       The
annual  meeting of CMAMAS will take
place     this     weekend.           Contact:
Colin  Hoare,      (905)  873-8261       or
Fax:  (905)542-7130      or      e-mail
colin.hoare@roche.com.

New    Zealand    1997:         1997    NZ
Meccano®   Exhibition,   sponsored   by
the    MWT    Meccano    Club,    at    the
Feilding Civic Centre, Aorangi  Street,
Feilding,     North     Island,     Friday    to
Sunday  28-30  March   1997  (Easter
weekend).    Write  to  the  two  Bruces:
Bruce   Geange,   4   Winchester   St.,
Palmerston North, NZ; or Bruce Neil-
son, Box 1009, Palmerston North, NZ.

Peter Zimmermalnn writes:

I found the short article on the
addresses     of     Meccano     Canada
interesting.   Being an avid collector of
toy  catalogues  and  literature  with  a
keen  interest  in  Hornby  Dublo  trains
and  Meccano®  in general  I  have also
been compiling a history of Canadian
Meccano® addresses.

The following is the summary
as  I  last updated  it approximately two
years     ago.           I     have     obtained
documents  within  this  time  but  have
not had the time to make the updates.

Meccano Ltd.

1926-1930
1937-1941
1949-1951
0ct '51
Jul'51 -Dec'59
Jul'60-1964

45      Colborne      St.
187-189  Church  St.
59  Wellington  St.  W.
671-681   King  St.  W.
675     King     St.     W.
270  lslington  Ave.  S.

MeccanoITri-ang
1964-1971           95  Brown's  Line

ln the preceding  I  have made
no  effort  to  rationalize gaps  in  dates
and     I    am    obviously    missing    all
reference    to    the    St.    Patrick    St.
location   from   1930   to   1935.      With
regard    to    Meccano®    having    two
locations for as long as 20 years I find
this   to   be  very   hard   to   believe.      I
suspect the  1942 price list mentioned
in the article to be erroneously printed
with  an  incorrect date.    It is probably

:h::6#cr::#t::it,is::gvhe'yru#[re#
additional space during the war years.
This  should   be   a  simple   matter  of
checking the listed  prices.   Ot course
someone   could    always    ask   Jack
Smith.

I  hope  that  this  is  helpful  for
the historians.   If anyone is  interested
in viewing any or all ot  my  Meccano®
literature  this  can  be done  simply  by
visiting   my   shop   in   Toronto.      It   is
called   "The   Toy   Collector"   and   is
located  at  3852  Chesswood  Drive  in
Downsview.
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Nell   Fraser   writes   about  the  June
Modeling Challenge:

I enjoyed last issue's article on
the Lasalle Causeway. You had some
wonderful photographs of the bridge.
However, the statement that the span
when  I ully  lifted  rises  only  to  about
45° is inaccurate.   The bridge can lift
to a maximum of 84°. though normal
operation  stops  at  78°  (this  is where
the     electrical     cut-off     switch     is
triggered).

The   bridge   has   one   nasty
design flaw.  The span's lower girders
are   below   the   road   bed   and   are
therefore  in  the  shade  most  of  the
time.    In  the  raised  position they  are
exposed   to   the   sun   and   start   to
expand.   When the bridge is lowered,
it  is  often   unable  to  mesh  with  the
locking meehanisms on the far shore.
The only thing the bridge-master can
do  is  wait  for  the  underside  to  cool
off,   and   keep   slamming   the   span
down    until    it   connects.        It    is    a
terrifying   sight   as   this   magnificent
structure shudders  and  groans  each
time it is pounded  into the ground.

If anyone wants copies of the
bridge's    blueprints,    let    me    know.
You    can      reach     me     at
nfraser@chat.carleton.ca     or     425
Cloverdale Pd, Ottawa ON, KI M 0Y5.

IThe   erroneous   45°   is   the
Editor's  f ault.     Often  the  bridge  is
lifted no more than 45° for small craft
to   pass.       One   important   feature
omitted  in  the June  item:  The bridge
I loor is open steel grillwork, to reduce
the weight of the span, aind to reduce
wind  resistance on the open span.  -
Ed.'

David  M.  Feinstein,  secretary  of  the
Johannesburg   Meccano   Hobbyists,
writes:

Congratulations      on
resurrecting   a   newsletter   again   in
Canada!...  I  have taken  the  liberty of
enclosing    some    of    our    material,

W°hpj::tu:|yeo°rrgjnaaTM:X£:::g;robdaus::;
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have   disappeared   from   our   shops
here, they have been  replaced by lan
import] which  has created something
of  a  renewal   in  the  hobby;  the  old
stalwarts  are  still  going  strong  with
two   clubs   in   Johannesburg   alone.
Exhibitions  are  held  at  least  once  a
year and the standards  are amongst
the  top  in  the  world.     We  have  an
exhibition  coming  up  ...  with  a  flurry
of    building    taking     place.         One
Gargantua  working   model   is  ready
with    some    37    other    models    in
progress.         Should    any    of    your
members be contemplating a visit this
way we would be more than happy to
put them up.   Best wishes.

[David.s     address     is     Box
890163,    Lyndhurst    21069,    South
Africa.   Their exhibition was  in  June,
alas.       About   Gargantua,   see   the
article  in  this  issue  reproduced  from
Constructor Quarterly. -Ed.|

Ashok      Banerjee      writes      I ram
Ahmedabad,  India:

I    object    to    Ed    [Barclay's]
conclusion  in  his  article  [CMrv March
1996]  that  the  Propeller   Blade  has
only one use.   Not so!   When he was
about  six  years   old   my  son   made
Bugs   Bunny   in   Meccano®   using   a
Boiler  End  as the face  and  Propeller
Blades tor ears.   And the 6  in.  Pulley
is  not  a  useless  part  -  it  looks  very
good on a Chinese chariot;  see Alan
Towsey's     model      in      [Meccano]
Newsmag; in Pithead Gear, and many
Others.

John     Westwood     of     International
Meccanoman writes:

No one has to tell Canadians
about  the  problems  of  being  widely
dispersed geographically - they know
only    too    well!        The    International
Society of  Meccanomen  invited  folks
to  reply to  a questionnaire;  over  130
worldwide in 16 countries responded,
including three from Canada.   One of
those  is  proud  owner  of a  Meccano®
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collection  which  is  the  equivalent  of
more  than  eight  No.10  sets!     Two
spend more than torty hours a month
on   Meccano®   "work".      They   have
assorted views on which articles they
like  best  in  /M,  so the  balance won't
change    much.        The    idea    of    a
Technical Advice Desk seems to be a
good one, and so too the setting up of
a  Meccano®  video  library.     But  isn't
your  video  system  incompatible with
that  in  the  UK?     Adrian  Williams  is
working on these topics.

Norm Lacroix writes:

Congratulations     on
resumption of CMN and maintenance
ot  a  high  quality  publication  we  can
be proud ot.

Last May I had an opportunity
to  visit..in  Truro  (NS]...[my  host]  put
us  up  for  the  night  at  his  residence.
His   wife   operates   an   antique   and
nostalgia   type   shop    and   when    I
mentioned Meocano, she brought out
a  boxtul  which   I  purchased  on  the
spot...at  the  airport   I   was   informed
that I was 6kg overweight at $5 a kilo
= $30 surcharge!    I finally got to sort
it out and discover all the parts tor a
1921  Meccano® Inventors Outfit "8" as
well   as   a   complete   No.3   set   trom
1916,  a 4V dark red sideplate motor,
and   miscellaneous   dark   red/green
parts ....  Do  you  have  a  parts  list for
the   Meccano®   Inventors   Outfit   "8"
other   than    Supplement   3   of   the
Meccanoman's Gui.de, which does not
list nuts and bolts?

Also enclosed  is a sample of
''p/n  136b" which one ot my students

produced     for      me           your
comments/suggestions     would      be
apprec.iated.     [A     bottom     tapped
Handraiil Support - Ed]

Just two suggestions tor your
consideration:    (1)    Editor's   address
should     perhaps     appear     in     the
information box on page 2, along with
the   address   for   subscriptions.      (2)
Authors ot articles [in the June issue]?
Why use the® after every "Meccano"?
Has Pis Models ceased business?

[How  lucky can some people
gct!     F]eplies  to   (1):     Omission  hes
been    rectif led    in   this   issue.       (2)
Articles  without   a   "byline"   (author's
naime)  may be taken to be written by
"CMN staff'', i.e. the Editor.   Meccano

Ssfgnusesattt::"rt#!'stenraedm:tra%ca:#.

whenever  it is printed  in their speciail
typestyle.            Since  ^CM4M.AS.
i6knowiledges  .'Meccalncp  and  allied
systems"   the   least   we   can   do   ±s.
acknowledge   the   traidemark.       Or
course we have no inf luence over the
style of other publications - com.e pf
wihich  have  been  taken  to  task  by
Meccano SA for even mentioning the
names   of   some   of   the   Imported
Imitators.         Fludi    Schipperus    has
decided    to    cease    his     (sideline)
business  as  FIS  Models;  we  already
miss  him  as  a  source  of  parts  for
Meccand@   and   some  of   the   major
foreign construction systems.   .i?e.thp
"a"  -outf it,   Tom   Mccallum   had   in

Meecanoman's Newsmag no.57 p.23-
26   (July   1990)   ain   article   on   'Tpe
Inventors      Outfits      1915-1930.',
including parts lists.  They list no nuts
and  bolts,  except  four  p/n  111  (%in.
bolts) in the "a" set. - Ed.I

Parts,  Parts:   Niel Dulson writes:

The   New   Part   idea   (March
1996,  page  20)  would  make  a  very
useful  addition  to  the  Meccano®  line.
I would  like to get at least a couple ot
dozen of them  it they were available.
I   also   liked   the   Low   Profile   Ploller
Bearing, but 38 X p/n 59,  hmn.

The whole design depends on
being able to bend narrow strips very
accurately  to  fit the  p/n  143s,  etc.    I
have  wanted  to  put  together  a  strip
and plate bender tor a long time, but
I don't have a friend who has a metal
lathe to make the necessary roller.   I
know some people have used p/n 63
couplings  mounted  on  standard  axle
rods,  but  I  would  think  that  all  the
holes  in  couplings  would  create  little
dents in the parts that are under such
pressure  going  through  the  bender,
especially   plates.       I   wonder   if   a



smaller   version   of   the   low-profile
bearing,    using    a   p/n    143a    31/2in.
circular girder, would work also?

I   made   up   a   list   of   all   the
parts I needed to fill out my collection,
and priced them using price lists from
lrwin  Toys,  Boselli,  Perlin,  and  Mike
Plhoades in  England.   A new price list
from  Joel   Perlin  at  the  end  of  May
had new prices 10 to 25°/o higher than
his  previous  prices.    When  you  take
into     consideration     the     difference
between    the    Canadian    and    U.S.
dollars,  the  prices  from  lrwin,  Boselli
and  Perlin are almost the same.

But     there      are     some
exceptions.    For  instance,  lrwin  Toys
charges less than half the price of the
U.S.  suppliers  for  p/n  136a  Handrail
Couplings!      While   lrwin   Toys   and
Boselli  sell  parts  as  they  come  from
France in packets of 1,2,3 or 4 etc. ot
each   item,   Perlin's   latest   price   list
sriows prices on a per-item basis.   It's
nice to  be able to buy 2 or 4 p/n  109
faceplates instead of a packet of three
as they come from  France.

I  ended  up sending for some
parts    from    Perlin,    mostly    Exacto
specials   which   have   not   changed
price,  some parts  from  lrwin  Toys  to
see if triey really do have a mail order
outlet,  and some parts,  mainly gears,
other   brassware   and   some    large
circular  parts,  from  Mike  Rhoades  in
Hull, England, who now has by far the
lowest   prices.      I've   never   ordered
parts   from   England   before,   and   I
know the postage can be murderous.

I hope that by purchasing the
highest priced  parts  at  halt the  price
of   North   American   suppliers,   it  will
more than offset the postage costs.

[Sorry,  the  tin.  slotted  angle
girder   isn't   available   commercially.
Try      slotting     the      round      holes
lengthwise,   using  a  4mm  chainsaw
file  -  as  a  usef ul  approximation  of
Pierre Courouble's design.  For a strip
bender, see elsewhere in this issue.  A
plate bender with long rolls is certainly
usef ul.    A commerciail  machine  shop
can probably drill pieces of aein.  brass
rod f or you.  - Ed.]

SCREWY SITUATloN:   MECCANO®
THF]EADS  ILLEGAL?

or,  Metrication Mania:

International      Meccanoman
reports that the European Union could
quite likely ban inches and Whitworth
screws   in   all   future   products,   thus
killing       off      traditional       Meccano®
continuity.     (Stokys,  in   Switzerland,
not long ago changed from Whitworth
to  metric thread).    Help tend  this  off!
Write your protest, with reasons , to
the    British    Weights    &    Measures
Association,   9/5   New   Bells   Court,
Edinburgh      EH6     6PIY,     Scotland.
Demand   non-metric  plenary  indul-
gence for Meccano!  Mention /nle/naf-
ional  Meccanoman (and  CMN)., send
the Editor ot CMrv a copy ot what you
write.    Did  you  know  that  Whitworth
threads    are    used    in    construction
systems made in at least 17 countries,
including    e/even    in    Europe,    and
Australia,   New   Zealand,   Argentina,
Brazil,  South Africa,  and China!

Erector®   Discounted:      The   June
CMrv   reported   that   some   Imitation
Imports  had  been  discounted  in  an
Ontario     department     store,     while
Meccano® on the same shelf was still
at full  price.    By  the end  of June the
Imitation was down to half price.   But
in  the  USA,  the  Southern  California
Meccano    Erector    Club    Ivews/Offer
reported   in   April   that   the   Elector
(=Meccano)   Master  Builder  set  had
bee  found  discounted  trom  $100  to
$60  in   California  (that  is  of  course
$140  Canadian,  down  to  $84).    On
the   other   side   of   the   country,   a
scientific toy shop on  Cape Cod  had
in  June  lots  of  Ereetor,   much  of  it
discounted,  e.g.  $129 to $90,  with  a
wide  selection  on  the  shelves  from
single-model kits to No.6 sets.

International   Meccanoman   is   the
journal  ot the International  Society ot
Meccanomen,  or  is  also  available by
subscription      from      MW      Models,
Henley-on-Thames, UK.   Its contents
get   better  with   every   issue   (3   per
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year):   an  excellent section on  Model
Building    Technology,    another    on
F3esearch & Development, News from
Meccano® Specialists.  The May issue
revealed an incredible number of new
and ingenious construction parts, and
some   details   of   the   prize-winning
D10N  bulldozer by  Guy  Kind.   There
are now eight Canadian subscribers -
as  well  as  subscribing  to  Canadi.an
Mcocarvofes, why not get /M also!

British Columbia Meocano Club has
reactivated   its   rvews/Offer  with   the
Spring   1996   issue.       It   costs   $12
(Canadian  or  US)  per  year,  and  will
appear "aperiodically".   Subscriptions
should  be  sent  to  Niel  Dulson,1128
Howse place, Coquitlam BC V3K 5V7.

:,h;grinngo#::!tnoc+u8:lsd::I:r„£t:
ditional and/or special, non-standard,
replica  and  obsolete  original"  parts.
Models described  include a beam  oil
pump  by  Bill  Teague,  a  computer-
controlled     elevator,     Dave     Long's
theodolite,  and  a  beam  (bascule  or
lifting)   bridge   by   Chris   Plobertson.

A   Meccano®   Home   Page   can   be
found  on  the World  Wide Web  at:

http://www.users.dircon.co.
ukrerebecca/index.htm

lt   is   managed   by   Ed   F]ebecca   of
Aberdeen,  Scotland.    (That  squiggle
in  the  middle  is  a  fi./de,  a  Spanish
accent  mark,  nof  an  N).     You  can
reach     Ed     F3ebecca     directly     at:
erebecca@dircon.co.uk
F]epeating the e-mail address, given
incorrectly  in the  March  issue,  of  Dr.
Michael    Adler   of   the   International
Society of Mecoanomen:

anthias@actcom.co.il
Elsewhere in this issue, Neil Fraser of
our     Canadian     group     gives     his
address:

ntraser@chat.carleton.ca
Also Norman La Croix,  Petawawa, at

MECWAPS@istar.ca
Sorry the June  issue  misspelled  Kirk
Both's e-mail address on page  11.  It
should be mecman@idirect.com
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ANTIQUE/CLASSIC
BOAT SHOW

John Wapshott reports:

As a member of the Canadian
Toy Collectors Society I was asked to
help  staff  a  club  table  at  the   17th
Annual   Antique   and   classic   Boat
show,  on  July  13th  at  Sagamo  Park
on   Lake  Muskoka,   at  Gravenhurst,
Ontario,   home   of   the   century-old
steamship  HMS  Segwun.     I  have  a
minuscule  interest  in  boats,  no  boat
models,  and short notice - however,
the venue is only 25 kin,  even closer
in   miles,   from   where   I   maintain   a
camping   trailer   (caravan),   so   why
not?

This   is   an   outdoor   event,
powered models were impractical, and
no    boat    models,    so    I    took    an
assortment of trucks and the South-
Facing  Chinese Chariot.   Four of the
vehicles are Meccano, and the others
are   built   of   the    Engineer,    Gilbert
Erector,    Modelit    and    Mek-Struct.

LI:Ls,  wna.s, 1it:  t#ee.:::.®co:%:o,r,i
However, they were all "Meccanos" to
the Yachtspersons !

There was  no  point  trying  to
explain  the  South-Facing  Chariot to
these  "Navigators",   so   I  turned  the
Mandarin  toward  the  audience  and
told   the   ladies   that   the   Mandarin
thought they were so attractive that he
could not take his eyes off them!   On
the remote possibility that I get invited
back  next  year  I  shall  endeavour  to
build a boat or ship or yacht or an ark
- that's it an ark!

[And  while  we`re  at  it..  Who.s
for  taking  up  a  modeling  Challenge
with a model of the Segwun,  historic
twin-screw   survivor  of   the  Age  of
Steam, still gleaming and stately after
109 years! -Ed.]
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STAYNER TOY SHOW
Also I ram John Wapshott:

Terry Stewart, Attila Szakonyi,
Bill   and   Betty   Mair,   John   Worfolk,
Mark  Cordon  and  I  proudly  covered
32 feet (several hectares or whatever
in   metric)   of   tables   with   Meecano®
models    at     Manfreds     Leimgardt's

St:ycnaenro®T:yassohff°eYedto?nsea,:°iy°:
patron   ol   the   show,    and   quickly
acquired  by  a  member  (who doesn't
want to be identified here). I purchas-
ed a small box of KOHCMPYKMOP, a
Plussian      construction      set      with
instructions in F]ussian - but that's OK
because    I    can't    or    won't    follow
instructions in English!  The show was
in  two  locations  so we  all  took  turns
going  over  to  "The  Caboose"  at 213
Gidcon  Street to  see  Opi's  Trains,  a
permanent train  layout and  a worth-
while experience  in  itselt.  All  the ex-
hibitors were presented with trophies,
a permanent reminder of a good day.

Dealers  and  new  parts:     Several
plaintive   queries   about   sources   of
Meecano®   parts   have   been   heard,
especially since Rudi Schipperus (F]S
Models,    Calgary)    has   ceased    his
business.     The  lollowing  sources  o{
parts are listed as currently providing
service.  (CMAMAS and  CMN cannot
be   responsible  for  this   listing  other
than as a current direetory.)

Louis Boselli,19 Payson F3oad, Corn-
wall-on-Hudson,  NY 15210,  USA.

Joel    Perlin,    1111    Acapulco   Court,
Oxnard, CA 93035,  USA.

Mike  Plhoades,137  Fairlield  Avenue,
Kirk  Ella,  Hull,  England,  UH10 7UW.

Jean  Esteve  Objets,  3  rue  Jacques
Callot,  75006  Paris,  France.

J H Schurink,Burg.A.Bontekoelaan 1 a
7437 CP BathmertyNederland (Exacto)

Bernard Mailot]  Quincaillerie N.10, 78
Avenue  d'Eysines,  33200  Bordeaux,
France.

Eccentric Meccano Mecca, Park Lane
otf    Park   St,    Madeley,  Teltord    UK
TF7 SHE

For  Sale:    Meocano® Truckers  Fleet
set  with  manual,  $40;    No.2000  set,
$50;   No.3 set,1991, with  motor,  like
new, $80; French No.3 set with Magic
clockwork motor, $50; postage extra,
$7 each set.   Emile Amirault,  Box 42,
Vawn,  Sask.  SOM 2ZO.

Offer:    Part  136b,  Handrail  Support
with tapped base (instead of threaded
stud);  a  small  quantity  on  hand  at
$3.00  each  postpaid  within  Canada.
Norman     Lacroix,     8     White     St.,
Petawawa ON KBH  IZ6

Wanted:   Gilbert Erector 1930s parts
AC, AE, AL, BL, CD, EK, ET (duplex),

Fozd'),Ps5622((8i'P:crtr;h):!£!'D::7sEe,i:;n6
Pliverside  Drive  South,  Oshawa  ON
LI H 6P1.

ADVEFITISING:     Advertising  will  be
accepted in Canadian MeccaNotes at
commercial rates commencing at $35
(Canadian)  for  a  quarter  page.    For
rates  for  larger  space,  apply  to  the
Treasurer.    Personal  advertisements
of  reasonable  length  trom  CMAMAS
members,  will  be  accepted  free  for
one insertion only.   Repeat insertions
must be prepaid.

Mike  Dennis,102  Broadstairs  Pload,
Broadstairs,  KenbuK CT10 2PIU.

MW  Models,  4 Greys  Road,  Henley-
on-Thames,  Oxon.  UK PIG9 4RY.

Frizinghall   Models   &   F]ailways,   202
Keighley  Pload,  Frizinghall,  Bradtord,
West Yorks.,  UK BD9 4JZ.

Valley    Transport    lnc.     Box    2184,
F}ogers APT  72757,  USA.

Eccentric      Meccano      Mecca     has
recently    sent     notice    of     a    new
''compatible"      part      line:      Channel

Girders,   bright   zinc,   2   holes   wide,
tlanged   both   sides,   lengths   21/2   to
241/2in.   They take credit cards.
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Triple     Pulley:          Peter     Mathews
suggests (so the JMH Newsletter lrom
Johannesburg   reports)   sandwiching
three  of  the  new  plastic  1   in.  pulleys
(p/n   26bp),   which    have   slots   big
enough to take a bolt,  between two  1
in. Bush Wheels (p/n 518), bolting the
sandwich  with  three  Pivot  Bolts  (p/n
147g).        Triple    pulleys    with    three
driving  bands  make  a  more  realistic
drive;  some diesel  engine drives  use
as many as six belts.

Quarter-inch  Pulley:   Peter Kessler
of  Switzerland  recommends  making
them  out  of  discarded  Pload  Wheel
hubs  (P/N  187).   Use a triangular file
while  the  hub  is  spun  on  a  rod,  to
make a V-groove.   Then with  power
off,  press  the  file  into  the  groove  to
produce  a   knurling   which  will   help
grip a driving band.   (Also reported in
the JMH Newsletten.

Crane    hoisting    rope:        Neatest
attachment  for  the  end  of  a  crane
rope  is  suggested  by  Douglas  Muff
(New Zealand Federation of Meccano
Modellers    Magazine,    June    1996)..
Tuck the end of the rope into the stem
o{   a  rod   and   Strip   Connector  (p/n
212),  and  screw  a  bolt  into  the stem
with  it.    The  eye  of  the  212  can  be
attached  to  a  pulley  block,  or  to  an
anchorage  on  the  frame,  or  a  rod
across the trame.

Bush Wheels and Otlier Bits:  Bush
Wheels  with   7,8,9  or   10  holes   are
among  ingenious  parts  produced  by
Simon Moody (Blue Mountains Poad,
F]D   1,   Upper  Hutt,   Wellington,   New
Zealand)    and    listed    in    NZFMMM
(June  1996).    What  about  couplings
with  7  bores?   And  10% discount for
orders over $50.

Bends:    Don  Blakeborough  (also  in
New  Zealand)   has   the   simplest  jig
ever   seen   for   making   sharp   and
accurate  bends  in  strips  (e.g.  when
you   need   a   2x4x3-hole   d.a.s.):   a
single   Flat  Trunnion   and   two   long
bolts with nuts.   Put the bolts through

the middle upright  row ot holes.   Slip
the bolts  into the strip,  so  the bottom
of the Trunnion is at the desired bend
point.    Set  the  Trunnion  on  the  vice
jaw,  so  the  strip  is  squarely  upright.
Tighten     the     vice,      remove     the
Trunnion, and make the bend.

Bolts and  Nuts:    Bichard  Symonds
(Surrey.    BC)    sent    a    tip    to    New
Zealand, lrom which it comes back to
us:   Place clean but shabby nuts and
bolts     in     a     screen-wire     kitchen
strainer,   and   spray   them   (using   a
spray  gun  or  spray  can)  with  gold,
brass  or  copper  lacquer.    Shake  the
strainer while spraying so all sides are
covered.

Brackets:  Temsi brackets are made
of heavy steel, about the same weight
as Meecano® 25-hole strips.  Where a
small bracket carries a significant load
which  might bend  it out of space,  try
a   Temsi   part.      The   Temsi   hole
spacing  is very  slightly different from
that of Meccano, but over two or three
holes  not enough to affeet alignment
for bolting  parts together.

SML 19a (S.31):   A Montreal modeler
makes suggestions tor improving the
Steam     Excavator    supermodel,     a
favourite of many modelers fortunate
enough  to  have  the  Meccano®  1929
Steam Engine.   His version,  however,
has   a   dummy   steam   boiler   which
conceals  a  powerful  little  can  motor;
but his ideas do not deal directly with
the drive,  or even with  the bucket for
which he uses a built-up construction
rather   than   the   Meccano®   Digger
Bucket.

For    the    undercarriage    or
Chassis   as   the   SML   calls    it,    he
strengthens   it   with   a   solid   central
plate,  to which the  133-tooth  gear is
solidly attached as the bottom plate of
the   ball    bearing.       He    uses   %in.
sprockets   in  the  drive  to  the  bogie
wheels,  so  the  chain  drive  does  not
drag.

The jib stay  rods  in  the  SML
interfere  with  the  bucket  arm.    They
are    modified    using    p/n    166    End
Bearings  at  both  ends,  and  splayed
out  directly   to  the  head   of  the  A-
frame,   which   also   improves   lateral
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stability of  the jib.   The  machinery  is
carried   on   a   solid   platform,   rather
than  the skeleton  frame of  the  SML.
He stresses the importance of a flush
platform  to  carry  a  gearbox,  without
any      irregularities      caused      by
overlapping  plates  or  girders.    Even
the  thickness  of  a strip can  throw  a
drive out of alignment.

His electric drive takes power
by chain drive from tlie tirebox level of
the  dummy  boiler  to  the  gearing  of
the   mechanism.    The   platform   on
which the mechanism sits is extended
outward  on  each  side  to  strengthen
the    bearings,     and     improve    the
appearance     of     the     overhanging
gearing.

Nickel,  in  his  opinion,  is  the
only   true   Meccano®   finish;    his    is
immaculate   replating.       He   prefers
0.161in.  (no.20)  tool  steel  rod  for  all
axles,  rather than ordinary Meccano®
soft   steel   rod,   and   bosses   are   all
reamed  to  0.161in.  to fit.

He    recommends    the    new
Marklin    brass-finish    socket    head
screws  (which  also  accommodate  a
slot    screwdriver)    which     have    a
splendid  appearance  with  the  nickel
parts.  They require no washers under
the  heads,   but  where  washers  are
necessary  he  uses  thin  brass  ones.
All  bosses  are  tightened  to  the  rods
using      Marklin      socket-head
grubscrews.

EXAJCTO      (continued from p.8)

He has developed many new
parts  for  enthusiasts,  and  has  ideas
for  many  more.    Curved  girders  are
now available  in  half-inch  and  one-
inch radii, to make one-inch and two
inch  diameter  cylinders,  in  different
lengths, all beautifully finished, as well
as  curved  strips  of  many  additional
sizes.

Seflor Pichini is an intelligent
and creative man, a great contributor
to   the   Meccano®   hobby.      Gracias
Senor!
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A VISIT T0 EXACT0 ARGENTINA
by Michel J. Pettigrow

Michel    Pett.Igrew    of    Deep
Fliver,    Ont.,    visited    Argentinai    on
business  and  hard  the opportunity  to
visit Sr. Alberto F3ichini, manuf acturer
of  Exacto, the Argentine counterpart
of Meccano.  He described his visit in
the June 1996 Constructor Quarterly,
and  by  permission  of  CO's  Editor,
ftobin   Johnson,    we're   pleased   to
reprint   an   abridgment   of    Michel's
report,  together  with  some  pictures
that were not in CO.

Senor   Plichini   is   a  dynamic
young   seventy-year-old   who   was
delighted to meet a Canadian visitor,
probably  rare  considering  distances.
He   speaks   English   well,   and   said
most   of   his   correspondence   is   in
English since he deals mostly with the
export market.   His establishment fills
four  rooms  of  the  second  floor  of  a
terrace   (row)   house.      The   largest
room,     giving     on     the    street,     is
surrounded by shelves full of boxes of
parts,  around  a  large table  used  tor
assembling   and   packing  parts   and
sets.    In  an  adjacent  room  are  tools
and dies for pressing  most Meccano®
parts -the dies estimated to be worth
over  $1,000,000.    A  third  room  is  a
paint shop.

Exacto    does    not    currently
produce   complete   sets   except   on
special    order.        It    caters    to    the
Meccano® enthusiast  mostly  through
hobby shops such  as Joel  Perlin and
Frizinghall,     but     Sr.     Pichini     also
welcomes  direct  orders  which  he  is
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happy to ship anywhere in the world.
When  I  visited  he was  assembling  a
superb  No.10  set  in  1950  red/green
colours,    with   the   parts   beautifully
strung on traditional yellow cardboard.
At  one  time  he  produced  an  L  set
(1934-37)     in     blue/gold     for     an
enthusiast,  with  gold  cross  hatching
on the blue parts.   He could paint ten
such parts per hour, a formidable task
for    an    L    set,    the    largest    ever
produced.

Sr.       Plichini's      interest      in
Meccano®  started  in  1933  when  he
was   given   a   No.1   set,   followed   in
1934 by a No.4.   He started university
in   Buenos   Aires   in   1941,   studying
mechanical   engineering   and   naval
architecture,  but  because  of  political
difficulties      never      completed      his
studies.  He designed ships and naval
equipment for the Argei`tine navy until
1956,  then  with  a  partner  started  a
small     automobile     parts     industry.
Citroen,  Renault and  Fiat  have  been
his clients.   They made parts such as
machine  gun  shells   and   eventually
Meccano® parts.

He   started    making    replica
Meccano®    parts    under    the    name
Exacto   in   1959,   and   in   1966  was
licensed by Meccano Ltd to make sets
under  the  Meccano®  name.    In  peak
years he produced as many as 10,000
sets,  four-fifths  sets  1   to  4  and  the
rest  sets   5   to   10.      He   made  two
batches   of   titteen   No.10   sets,   but
stopped producing sets in  1984.   The
Falklands  war  made  his  association

with   Meccano   Ltd   difficult;   then   in
1984 his Argentinean distributor went
bankrupt.         Since    then    he    has
concentrated on developing new parts
and   producing  spare  parts   for  the
enthusiast   market.       He   does   not
currently make parts himself, but gets
them  made  by  subcontractors  when
his stock gets low.  However, finishing
and      painting      is     done      in      his
establishment.     He   now   uses   high
quality     polyurethane     paints     with
precisematchingtooriginalMeocano®
colours.   He is justifiably proud of the
high   quality   ot   his   product.       For
example,  angle  and  flat  girders  are
1,Omm     steel,      whereas      original
Meccano® is 0,8mm.

The   quality  Of   gears   is   no
exception.  A  precision  gear-making
machine  from   Switzerland   gives   a
machining   accuracy  of  5   microns.
This  machine  currently  belongs  to  a
subcontractor who continues to supply
high quality gears, but for eight years
he    made    all    gears    himself ,    and
currently  has  a  stock of some 5,000
gears.     In  1967  sprocket  chain  and
gears  became  very  popular,  and  in
anticipation of a developing market he
acquired   1,OO0m  of  chain.   After  28
years he still has 200m of the original
stock.

(continued on p.7)
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ANOTHER STRIP-ROLLING MACHINE
The     design     shown     here

surfaced      in      the      Editor's      files,
unfortunately without any indication of
its   designer   or   source.      The   front
cover   shows   a   top   view  with   part
numbers; on this  page is a side view
showing attachment to a base, which
can be sturdy wood 71/2x31/2in.  and  at
least     1/2in.     thick,     to     which     the
necessary Trunnions can be screwed.

Each  side  lrame  consists  of
five  7-hole  strips  and  three  5-hole
strips sandwiched together.

The rollers can be either long
bosses  out  of  surplus  tinplate  road
wheels,  or  short  couplings;  nine  are
needed.

The 2in.  pulley and  the  half-
inch-faced  19-tooth  pinion  are  held
together  in  a  Socket  Coupling.    The
other components on shaft "A" are

loose on  the shaft.   The 2in.  pulley is
attached to the Socket Coupling using
collars  on   either  side  of  the  latter,
bolted  into  the  Socket  Coupling  and
through the holes  in the pulley.   This
takes  the  torque  off  the  boss  of  the
pulley,  which  might  otherwise slip  in
the pulley disc.

Short   grubscrews   must   be
used  in  the  pinions  and  the  rollers.
For  maximum  grip  a  flat  should  be
filed     on     the     rod     under     each
grubscrew.

The  rollers  on  shaft  "A"  are
loose on the shaft because the upper
and  lower  surfaces  ot  a  strip  being
rolled  do  not  go  through  the  rolls  at
the  same  speed  when   the  strip  is
curved,  and  therefore  the  upper  roll
does  not turn  at  the same speed  as
the shaft on which  it turns.

Klon Smith, Those Sensational Sears
Sets  (1305  W.  Phoenix  St.,  Broken
Arrow OK  74011,  U.S.A.)   $23 US.

Another     segment     of     the
history of A.C.  Gilbert's  Erector,  from
1913  to  1962,  this  account  of  Sears
Poebuck's  marketing  of  construction
systems    complements    Bean    and
Sternaigl€s    Greenberg's    Guide   to
Gilbert   Erector   Sets   and   Marshatl
MCKustick:s  Discovering  Late  Erector
1963-1988  (rev-lowed  .ir\  CMN  June

L9:);nonu?sutas*eiisasjEmr#t::®ntNutt:
(as   Smith   calls   himself),    because
Sears     F3oebuck    over    the    years
displayed  in  their  catalogues  a  wide
range     of     construction     systems
including      Meccano®     from      the
American     factory,     Meccano®     as
Gilbert subsequently marketed it, and
their   main   competitors,   metal   and
wooden. Some of these systems, such
as    Gilbert's    version    of    Trumodel
(1929-30),  have  not been  described
or   dated   in   any   of   the   other   toy
publications.          Any     historian     or
collector of toys will  want this  item.

Plegrettably, since it is entirely
reproduced   from   the   microfilm   of
Sears catalogues over the years, this
is    a    book    of    reference    tor    the
determined,      unlike      either      the
Greenberg Guide or Mcrous.ick:s  Late
Erector which are lavishly and legibly
illustrated.   It is plastic-coil bound like
MCKusik's  volume,   but  only   in   thin

paper  covers.    Anyone  intending  to
handle it  much would  do well to add
heavy plastic proteetor sleeves.

Really Building:   Letter to the Editor
recently seen in the G/ode and Mal'/:
I enjoyed reading Dan  Brown's  Logo  My  Logo,
about  when toys  didn't  come  with  instructions,
and each Saturday afternoon produced a new
creation.     In  addition  to  Logo,  we  also  used
Tinker Toys for  our  airplanes,  Lincoln  Logs for
our  houses  and  Konner  for  our  office  towers.
But let's face it, all of this was pretty lightweight
stuff .        When    we    really    wanted    to    b!±j!9
something, we used Meccano.

George Parker, Toronto
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The new  Brltten-Norman  Islantlcr  Mk.  Ill

TRI-MOTOR TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT:
BRITTEN-NORMAN TRISLANDER

by  Leighton C.  Hill

Canadian      MeccaNotes     .is
proud     to     present     an      unusual
modelplan   by   Leighton    C.    Hill   ol
Victoria,  BC:    construction  plans  tor
the     Britten-Norman      Trislander
aircraft. which are so detailed that no
written      instructions      should      be
necessary.

Many   of   Leighton's   original
drawings    were    full-scale,    all    the
Meccano® parts shown  full  size.    For
reproduction     here     it     has     been
necessary to reduce all the drawings
to  fit standard  page  size. This  also
means  that  they  must  be  read  with
the   page   turned   sideways   to   the
normal position.

The  Britten-Norman  BN-2A
Mark Ill Trislander is a 17-passenger
light  traJisport  aircraft,  developed  in
1970-71.   It was an enlarged version
of      their      twin-engined      Islander,
intended  for  short-hop  service  with
short  runways,  and  lirst  used  in  the
Channel islands.

The twin-engined  plane was
corrverted  by  adding  7ft  6in,  to  the
fLlselage     forward     of     the     wing,
strengthening  the  rear  fuselage  and
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moditying and  raising the tail fin as a
mount    for    a   third    engine.       The
fuselage is  largely of parallel section,
as is the wing which has no dihedral
or  sweepback  and  only  2°  incidence
(tilt     of     the    wing     cross-section).
These features     make     for     easier
modeling.

The     wingtips     are     tlared
upward  and  raked  backward.     The
landing   gear   does   not   retract;   the
main  legs are to the rear of the main
wing   spar,    and    have   streamlined
fairings   below  the   engine   nacelles.
Three     260hp     six-cylinder
horizontally-opposed      air-cooled
engines drive two-bladed  propellers.
Seating  is  for  18  persons,  including
the   pilot   is   on   bench   seats,   and
access   is  through   automobile-style
doors, two on the left and three on the
right side.

Major dimensions:  Wingspan
53ft  (16.15m),  chord  (width)  6ft  8in.

(2.03m).     Length  43ft  gin.  (13.34m),
height  13ft  6in,   (4.llm).     Tail  span
21ft 3in.  (6.48m).    Fuselage 4ft wide,
4ft   loin.   depth.      Wheel   track   (on
centreline  of  legs)  llft  10in.  (3.61 in).
Wheelbase    (nose    wheel    to    main
wheels)  20tt  7in.  (6.28m).    Propellers

6ft 8in.  diam.  (2.03m).   Doors 3ft 8in.
high (1.tom).   2ft 5in. to 2ft loin. wide
(0.74 to 0.80m).   221/2in.  from ground
(0.57m).      Maximum   takeoff  weight
9,350Ib.  (4,241kg).

The aircraft's ceiling height is
14,500ft (4,420m),  its takeoff run only
11,150ft (351 in) and  landing  run only
830ft (253m), its cruising range 1,000
miles (1,610km) and cruising speed is

85mph.

Details    may    be    tound    in
Jane's All the World's Aircraft, 1918.

The Trislander was described•in    Meccano    Magazine    December

1970,   and   the   in-flight   picture   is
taken from that article.

PAF)TS F]EQUIF]ED

1xl

2xla
2xlb
4x2a
5x3
2x6
8x6a (4 bent)
2x8a
6x9'
2x9g  (9L)
17xl 0
18xl 2  (16 bent)
4x23BP
3x48  (1  bent)
2x55b
1 3x59
1 x62b
lx63
3x64
6x69
3x77

1 xl 16a
2xl 33a
1 1 xl 88  (4 bent)
11 xl 89
4xl 90
9xl 91
2x200
2x212
21x221   *
2x224
6x235
2x235a
7x235b
1 0x235d
4x2359
2x235k
6x237
20x239 (16 bent)
1 x239b (bent)
4x452
4xE564

1x80c  (cut 21/4in)      217x37
8 x9 0                           40x37a
2xl 03a                         11x37b
2xl 03m  (103L)         5x37c (hex)
21xl 1 la                       155x38
2xl 1 lc                        4x38d
3xl 1 ld                       2xstokys  l40
3xl l5a                          2xMarklin  1 1712
4xchicago  post  binder  screws  1/4in.
I lat head
2xtap washers §xSn.
•  One p/n  221  cut  as  shown  in  Note

A,  Fig.10
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TOP VIEW FF]ONT OUTSIDE
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Part 194A (or 190) cut as

shown, provides parts of
usefLil taper for aircraft
and ships. i--.
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F]ichmond HllI Toy Srtow/Sale: The
Pichmond  Hill  fairgrounds,  immedi-
ately  north  of  metropolitan  Toronto
now  has  baseball  diamonds,  soccer
fields     and     buildings     for     indoor
activities.  On August 18 the Sale part
was    about   a    hundred    tables   of
vendors of collectible toys; the Show
part was one table of steam  engines
by  Gordon  Mark  and  three  tables  Of
models  in  Meocano® and  other con-
structional   systems   assembled   by
John     Worfolk,     Attila    and     Erika

::j:;°£¥jMa#:nyos®e:fti:rh£'bpyr::i:::::
was too expensive and did not sell.   It
was  a  hot day  and there was  no  air
conditioning, but a good time was had
by   all,   and   a   small   gratuity   (gas
money) was gratefully reeeived, along
with an invitation to return next year.

John Wapshott

Bargains?:          Recently    seen     in
Toronto: At Kidstuff, 738 Bathurst St.,
a block  south  of  Honest  Ed's,  small
Bral single-model kits and sets, Irom
$29  to $80;   the only vendor of  Bral
found since the closure of a chain Of
toystores  several  years  ago.    At the
Harbourfront Antique Market, a No 71/2
Gilbert Ereetor set marked down from
$150   to   $100,   but   probably   gone
because  the  vendor  was  selling  off
stock prior to moving.   F]eports have
come    in    from    several    CMAMAS
members     who     have     acquired
Meccano®   and   other   prize   items,
some in response to small ads in local
and city newspapers.
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THE ORIGINS 0F AN ENTHUSIASM
by  F3obert S  Dilley

How did  I  get  into  Meccano?
The  new  President's  request  struck
home:     I   have  been  boring  triends
with  this tale for years  and  here was
an   opportunity   to   weary   a   larger
audience.

Like  many  in  the  CMAMAS,
my first introduction to Meccano® was
as   a   boy   in   the   u.K.      My   eldest
brother,  eleven years  my senior,  had
a Number 10 set that I greatly envied.
He would let me watch him construct
all    kinds    of   exciting    models    (the
penny-in-the-slot machine, with res/
big   pennies,   is  the  one  that  sticks
most vividly in  my  mind) and  even,  if
he was feeling  generous,  let  me find
and hand him the pieces he needed.

Then,   one  glorious  birthday
(eighth  or  ninth,   I  forget  which)   he
gave  me  a  small  set  made  up  lrom
his own surplus parts - along with an
assurance that when he grew tired of
it,  he would pass the whole set on to
me.  Shortly afterwards I annoyed him
some way (something I was able to do
without  even  trying  -  which  did  not
stop  me  from  trying)  and  he  took  it
back and re-integrated it with his own
set.   Then  when  I  was  about  10  and
he  was   in   need  of  money  (not  an
unusual state of affairs for a 21Lyear
old)  he sold the whole thing.

First    boarding    school    and
then university meant that I was not at
home  a  lot  and  there was  never  talk
of   my   getting   a   set   ol   my   own.
Emigration  after  graduate  school  to
the   U.S.A.   and   then   Canada   put
Meccano® out of  my  mind  for  a  long
time.    Then,  in  my  late thirties,  I  got
married.     In   December,  six  months
before   the  wedding,   I   was  walking
through  a  mall  in  southern  Ontario
with   my   fianc6e  when   I   spotted   a
model  shop  with  a  Meccano®  steam
engine  in  the window.    This  brought
back memories, and I told the story of
my frustrated childhood.

Come     Christmas,      and      I
discovered  that  my  future  wife  had
gone   back  and   bought  the   engine

along  with  the  largest  set  she  could
find,   Number   2.      We   still   have   a
photograph of me, wearing a fatuous
grin,     operating     a     steam-driven
windmill.    My own  first  Meccano® set
(apart  from   those  few  weeks   thirty
years   earlier)!      Over   the   next   few
years  I  was  able  to  pick  up  the  odd
set here and there:   I cleaned out one
hobby   shop   of   all   that   remained,
cabinets  and  all,  of  two  Number  10
sets from which they had been selling
Parts.

One time, when I happened to
be   in    Toronto,    I   went   out   to   a
suburban    area    to    a    store    that
advertised   in   the  Yellow   Pages  as
selling  Meccano.    It was  closed,  and
as I was peering in the window to see
what I could see,  a passer-by asked
what I was  looking for.   My face must
have conveyed  that  I was wondering
what  business  it  was  of  his,  as  he
hastened  to explain  that he had  until
shortly  before  worked  in  that  shop.
He   assured   me   that   it   no   longer
stocked  Meccano,  but that  he  had  a
friend  with   a  big  collection  that  he
might  be  willing  to  sell.     I  gave  him
my   address   but   expected   little   to
come of it.

Some   time    later,    back    in
Thunder  Bay,  I  had  a  letter trom  the
friend,   saying   that,   indeed,   he  had
Meccano® to sell.   When I was next in
Southern  Ontario  my  wile  (who  has
continued  to be extremely supportive
of this odd  enthusiasm) and  I went to
see  him,  in  an  extraordinary  house
filled  from  floor  to  ceiling  with  model
trains,      Victorian     circus      models,
miniature cars  and  a huge operating
train   layout  in  a  garage.     Recently
retired,  he  could  not  keep  up  all  his
enthusiasm  so  was willing  to  sell  his
Meccano®     to     support     his     other
collections  (I  do  not  have  permission
to    give    his    name,    so    I    am    not
mentioning   it   or   the   town,   though
some of you may recognise both).  He
wanted  the  collection  (the  equivalent
of about five number 10 sets) to go to
someone who would use it rather than
sell  it as  parts.

If  he  reads  this,  he  may  be
assured that  it is still  all  intact,  apart
from two small sets (Numbers 3 and 2
respeetively)  made  up  tor  my  older
daughters (and nor taken back despite
the   great   many   times   they   have
succeeded  in  annoying  me).    It  has
not had all the use I would like; partly
from  extreme  busyness  and  tor  the
last  two  years  because  with   long-
drawn-out   house   rebuilding   it   has
had to be packed away.  Once we are
tinished,  though,  there will  be plenty
of room and I hope to get some really
big   rhodels  going.      All  four  of  my
daugliters     are     enthusiasts     (the
younger two have small model outfits
each)  which  is why  I  objected  to the
initial      choice      of      Canadian
Meocanomans Magazine.

The  moral  of  all  this  is  that
Meccano®   is   like   Cleopatra:       age
cannot wither it,  nor custom stale its
infinite  variety.     The  frustrations  of
childhood  can  be  fulfilled  in  middle
age.    Incidentally,  no  one  was  more
impressed  with  the  collection  that  a
couple  of  engineering  students  who
came  out  to  the  house  one  day  to
take a special examination.

MODELING CHALI+ENGE
Canadian  Motor  Vehicles..    Ca[nada
Post in June issued an unusual sheet
of six stamps, two designs each of 45,
90   and   52   cent   values,   featuring
historic     Canadian      motorized
equipmem    and   vehicles:    the   Still
Motor Co. electric delivery van ; White
model  WA 122  streamlined  tractor-
trailer produced for  Labatt's brewery;
International     D-35    flatbed    truck;
Waterous  Engine Works  steam  road
roller;   Hayes   HDX   45-115   logging
truck  with  crane  and  carryable  log
trailer;    and    the    Champion    road
grader,  which  is  still  sold  worldwide.
If    you    want    to     tackle     unusual
Canad/.an  subjects,   get  a  sheet  of
these  stamps  and  your  magnifying
glass.
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THE SEARCH FOR GRIFFITH P. TAYLOR
F?eprinted with permission, and many       necessary.. a relatwely unusual name
thanks,  /ron consfrucfor oua/for/y           (and  Griffith  Taylor  qualified  in  that

by Colin  Hoare

Introduction:

In 1938, an article appeared in
the   March   issue   of   the   "Meccaino
Magarine,"  in  which  an  exceptional
model called  "The  Robot Gargantua"
was    brief ly    described.        The    I ull
instructions    for    this    model    were
submitted   by   its   designer,   Griff ith
Taylor,   but  Meccano   Limited,   in  its
•wisdom,'     never     published     them.

Those plans,  however,  were kept on
f ile  at  Binns  F?oad  in  Liverpool,  and,
amazingly,    were   never    destroyed.
They eventually passed into the hands
of    the    publisher    of    "Constructor
Quarterly,"  F?obin Johnson,  and were
made  available  to  enthusiasts  as  a
Special  Model  plan.

Since Griff ith Taylor originally
submitted these plans I rom  his home
on Forest Hill Road in Toronto, this is
a  true  piece  of  Canadian  Meccaino®i®
history.       Griff ith   Taylor   left   these
shores half a century ago, but I took it
upon  myself  to  try  to  see  if ,  by  ainy
chance,  he were still  alive,  and  if  he
could be traced.   This is the story of
how Griff ith Taylor was located.

When    Plobin   Johnson,    the
publisher  of  "Constructor  Quarterly"
first told  me ot the rediscovery of the
construction    details    of    Grittith    P.
Taylor's  "Robot  Gargantua"  (several
years  ago),  it seemed  only  natural  -
to me, anyway - that someone should
try and track the designer down,  if at
all  possible.   The idea of trying  to do
it   myself   certainly   was   appealing,
particularly   since   he   submitted   the
details from his home in Toronto.   But
how do you find someone whose last
known   address,   nearly   sixty   years
ago,  was  no  more  than  a  city  (I  did
not know until the Special Publication
appeared, that he lived at Ilo Forest
Hill  Road)?

Where does one start, with so
little  information  to  go  on?    Several
elements     would     appear     to     be
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respect); a member of the family who
perhaps had made his or her mark in
history;  and  a  large slice of  luck.   As
it turned out,  all three aspects played
a part.

Being an information scientist
by training, and having access to on-
line data-bases  at my place of work,
it   took   me   no   time   at   all   to   start
working  on  the project trying to  trace
the   inventor  of  such   a  magnificent
model   -   and   to  draw  quite  a  few
blanks.      First   of   all,   however,   that
most  basic  reference  text  of  all,  the
Toronto   Telephone    Directory,    was
checked   -   no   Griffith-   Taylor   was
listed.

The  next step was  to  search
any and every relevant Canadian on-
line     data-base     that     could     be
accessed,    starting   with    the   three
Toronto    newspapers.       Although    I
could search back as far as  1977 (in
The Globe and Mail) , no"ng came to
light.   My luck tirst changed, however,
when I searched the file known as the
Canadian     Business     and     Current
Affairs:  in this file,  several  references
to  a  Griflith  Taylor  were  listed.    The
individual I located was a man who at
one   time   had   been   professor   ot
Geography    at    the    University    of
Toronto.   Could this be the creator of
the  crane?    Among  the  citations  an
important    clue    came    to    light:    a
reference   to    a   biography    of   this
individual,  written  by  one  Professor
Marie  Sanderson  at the  University of
Waterloo,  a city  about 80  miles west
ol Toronto.

It    was    when    I    contacted
Professor   Sanderson   by   telephone
that things first began to come clear;
the  man  I was  looking  for,  Griffith  P.
Taylor, was the son  of the subject of
her  biography  Professor  Sanderson
had written (and, as it turned out, her
primary   source   of   material   tor   her
book)!        lt   was,    theTefore,    largely
through  Marie Sanderson's book that
I  was  able  to  pull  together  a  great
deal of what follows.

For   any   Meccanoman   who
may also have a strong interest in the
history   of   Antarctica,   and   who,   in
particular,    studied    Captain    Plobert
Falcon  Scott's  ill-fated  expedition  to
the South Pole, the Griffith Taylor that
came  up  in  the  literature search  will
probably  be  familiar.    Despite  being
only  thirty  years  old  at  the  time,  he
was appointed by Scott to the post of
Chiof   Geologist   on   the   Expedition,
and  spent  three  years  living  on  the
Antarctic ice (I well recall, when I was
very young, see.ing .in The Children.s
Encyclopedia  by   Arthur   Mee,   orie
picture taken from inside a teardrop-
shaped  cave  created  by  ice,  facing
outwards:   in   the   background   was
Scott's  boat,  the Terre  Nova,  and  in
the   {oreground,   two   men,   one   of
whom,     I     learned     through     Marie
Sanderson's book, was Griffith Taylor.

Following      Griffith      Taylor
Senior's  return  to  England  after  the
Antarctic expedition, he met a woman
who was signiticantly younger that he
was,  called   Doris   Priestley.     It  was
love at first sight, and Griff (as he was
always known) persuaded Doris to go
with him to Australia, where they were
married  in  1915.

On  August  28th   1916,  their
tirstborn  child,  a son,  was  born.    He
was  named  Griffith  Priestley  Taylor,
after both  sides  of  the family.    From
the  day  he  was  born,  however,  his
father called him "Bill," after a man he
had   admired   most,   one   Dr.    E.A.
("Bill")  Wilson.    From  that  point on,  I
knew  that,  to  find  Griltith  P.  Taylor,
one would have to locate "Bill" Taylor.
Fortunately,     the     relatively     more
common   name,   Bill  Taylor,  did  not
impede the search.

Three  children  were  born  of
the   union,   but  sadly,   the  one  girl,
Natalie,  and the apple of  her father's
eye, died of bronchitis when she was
only two.  A second son, David, came
along  in the mid-1920's.

How did the family end  up in
Toronto?    Griffith  Taylor  Senior  first
left Australia when he accepted a post



at      the      University      of      Chicago:
subsequently   he   became   the   first
person  to  hold  the chair of  Prolessor
of   Geography   at   the   University   of
Toronto   (and   the   first   in   Canada).
The   family   moved    into   their   new
Canadian  home  on  Forest  Hill  Poad
on  September  lst  1935  -except  for
son    Bill.        He    stayed    behind    in
Chicago,  to  complete  his  degree  in
Botany  of  the  University  of  Chicago.
The Engineering degree came later at
the   University   of   Toronto,   but   not
before he had spent a year travelling
the    world,    including    visiting    both
Moscow   and   the   Caucasus.       Bill
eventually returned to Canada, to join
his  family,  which  would  explain  why
the  plans  for the  "Plobot  Gargantua"
were sent from this side of the  U.S.-
Canadian border.

As   Stated    in    F`obin's   book
pertaining  to the  "Plobot  Gargantua",
Bill    left   Canada    and    returned    to
Australia   in   1946   (although   it   was
hardly    an    emigration,     as     Bobin
implied,   since   he  was   born   there!).
Bill    did    not    enjoy    the    Canadian
climate, having grown up in Australia,
and  his  return was  inevitable (having
finished  this  article  when  it  is  minus
10  celsius  outside,I  can  understand

why).       Fifteen   years   later,   on   his
retirement,  his lather joined  him.

Professor    Sanderson,    who
was     a    student    ot     Bill's     father,
maintained contact with Bill Taylor for
many years: in fact, as stated earlier,
h`er   biography   could   probably    not
have  been written  were it  not for the
fact     that     Bill     turned     over    vast
quantities   of   his   father's   personal
papers to  her  in order that she could
produce the book.   She visited  Bill  in
1980,  where  she  met  his  wife  Dot,
and  their  two  children,  a  boy  and  a
girl.

When    the    biography    was
finally  published  in  1988,  she  sent  a
copy to Bill Taylor and  his tamily, but
she     never     received     any     reply
contirming  that  the  book  had  been
received.   When  I sent a  letter to the
same  address  a  year  or  so  later,  it
was  returned with "Not known at this
address"     stamped      on      it.
Unfortunately,      neither      Professor
Sanderson nor I can find that address
again  -  but,  as  it  turned  out,  there
was no need.

It    was    when     the    "Plobot
Gargantua"   book  was   published   in
June  1995  that  I  decided  to  give  my
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attempts  to  trace  Griffith  Taylor  one
final shot.   A two-pronged approach
was  taken.    First,  I  called  Professor
Sanderson,  and,  at her suggestion,  I
wrote  to  the  Manuscript  Librarian  at
the   University   ot   Canberra,   where
many    of    Griffith    Taylor    Senior's
manuscript's  and  other  memorabilia
are stored.

Her   suggestion   was,   as   it
turned   out,   the   piece   of   luck  that
finally  solved  the  puzzle.    The  initial
reply   trom   the   present   incumbent,
Graeme     Powell,     was     far     from
promising:  he wrote back to say that
the Library had not been in touch with
Bill  Taylor since  1979.

The second tack was to send
a "Letter to the Editor" to the 'Sydney
Morning  Herald,'  requesting  help  in
tracing    Bill    Taylor.        I    asked    my
counterpart in  'Ploche' Australia,  Sue
Buls, to monitor the paper, and let me
know  if  it  ever  made  it  into  print;  to
our knowledge it was never published.

Just  when   I  had  just  about
given   up  all   hope,   a  second   letter
trom the Manuscript Librarian arrived
in   the   mail.      It  was   a   terse,   one
paragraph    letter,    which    read    as
follows:

"Further  to   my   letter  of   16

August we have managed to contact
"Bill" Griffith Taylor who asks that his

address  be  forwarded  to  you.     His
address is."

This   was   followed    by   the
address  in  a  suburb  of  Sydney,  but
out   of  the   respect  for   Bill   Taylor's
privacy, it is not appropriate to publish
it in this  article.

I fired  off a three-page letter
to  Bill  Taylor  as  soon  as  I  could  -
and, as a safety measure, sent a copy
by    fax    to    my    colleague    at    the
Australian   affiliate  of   my   employer.
Griffith  Taylor  probably  received  the
second copy first,  as Sue kindly took
the  trouble  to   locate  his  telephone
number,  call  him,  and  then  mail  the
copy to him.

Four  weeks  passed,  without
any reply.   Plobin Johnson was called
and  updated  on  the  situation.     We
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agreed that I would call Australia - at
an appropriate time.   Since there is a
fourteen-hour     difference     between
Toronto and Sydney,  the best time to
call  was  11  p.in.    Within  a  minute  of
dialling the number, I was speaking to
the man  himself - on a line that was
so clear,  I  might have been speaking
to my next door neighbour!  And what
did  I learn?   His reply was in the mail!

Sure enough. four days later,
there  was  the  letter  in  the  mailbox.
The missive consisted of a tour-page
letter,   a   recent   photograph   of   Bill
Taylor himself , and a Yellowed one ol
the  "Plobot   Gargantua."      From   the
letter    itself,    the    first    thing    that    I
learned  was  that  Bill  is  still  an  active
Meccano®   model    builder,   with    his
focus  being  cranes  (what  else?).    In
fact, his most recent design uses one
of     the     features     in     the     "F3obot
Gargantua,"   that   ot   extending   the
inner tower downward from the boom
and  inside the main tower.

In   my   original   letter   to   Bill
Taylor,  I  asked  if  he  had  submitted
anything else to "Meccano Magazine."
Sure  enough,  he  had  sent  three  to
Binns  Road  - and  they  had  all  been
rejected   (maybe  it  should  it  sriould
have  been  called  Bins  F]oad,  based
on the number of articles that readers
submitted to "Meccano Magazine" that
never made it into print!).

One of these was an article on
the    erection    of    residences    from
prefabricated  panels.     To  quote  Bill
Taylor  "I  had  written  a  thesis  tor  a
degree  in  civil  engineering  and  had
photos   of   models,   including   some
from Meccano, to illustrate the thesis,
and   I   was   really   shocked   at   the
decision  of  the  all-wise  guru  editing
the  magazine!    I  turned  my  back on
the magazine, but not the hobby."

Knowing that "Bill" Taylor was
still   actively   building   models,   and,
from what he wrote, has added to his
collection over the years (he wrote of
using the Large Toothed Quadrants),
a    thought    struck    me.         All    my
convoluted  efforts  to track  him  down
could  have  so  easily  been  simplified
had   he  been   a  customer  ot  Geotf
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Wright's,  and  I  had thought to try this
route   first!      A   quick   call   to   Geoff
determined   that   such   was   not   the
case.     Not  that  it  matter,   really:  my
search for Griffith  P. Taylor was over.

Addendum..

It  would  be  remiss  of  me  if  I
did not mention that there were some
false trails along the way.   One that is
worth  relating  is  the time  I  searched
the  Kompass  Asia data-base,  which
lists  companies   in  that  part  of  the
world.     Knowing  that  Griffith  Taylor
was  an  engineer,  it  occurred  to  me
that    he    might    have    founded    an
engineering   company  that  bore   his
name.      By   combining   Griffith   and
Taylor,  I  retrieved one reference - to
a  company  owned  by  someone  else
called   Taylor   that   was   located   in
Griffith,  Australia!

As  part  of  this  article,  it  was
my  intention  to  submit  a  photograph
ol  the  house  on  Forest  Hill  Pload  in
Toronto where the Taylor tamily lived.
When  I  made  a trip in  September to
the street in  question,  which  borders
on  one of Canada's  most prestigious
schools, Upper Canada College, I had
a  rude  shock  -  the  house  was  not
there!    The  house  on  one  side  was
obviously  of  the  same  era,  but  the
other   clearly   was   of   more   recent
vintage.

I approached a resident of the
older   house  and   asked   her   if  she
could  tell  me what  had  happened  to
the Taylor house.  Apparently, the last
time it came up for sale, the (wealthy)
owner  ot the other  house wanted  to
expand   his   own   property,    so    he
bought  it,  and  had  it  bulldozed  into
the ground.    It was just one of those
cases  where  the  developer's  shovel
did     its    work    tor    the     MCDonald
Corporation,    as    the    owner,    one
George     Cohon,     has     been     the
Canadian Chairman of the MCDonald
Board    since    1971.         The    house
became a pile ot rubble the following
year:  where  the  house  once  stood
there is  now a swimming pool.

In  conclusion,  I  would  like  to
thank two ladies tor all the assistance
they      gave:      Professor      Marie

Sanderson,  first  and  foremost,  wh(
could   not  have  been   more  helpful
and also to my colleague Sue Buls -
both  of whom  I  have yet to  meet,  b]
the way.   Without their cooperation,
would  not  have found  Bill  taylor,  an(
he would  never have known  that  in
model  had  finally  made  it  into  print
My thanks, too, to fellow Meccanomar
Terry Stewart, who traced the histon
ol the  house  on  Forest  Hill  Poad  foi
me.

MECCANO®
LIMERICKS

My  father  always said  that
pun   is   the   lowest   form   of  wit.
saddened  him,  I  fear,  that  I  was
inveterate punster.   I'm not sure ot hit
opinion  of  limericks,  but  some  CM/
readers      have      risen      to      tnt
Meecanomerick challenge - it's easie
than   the   Modeling   Challenge  -
here's something to substitute for I
Fireside   Fun   of   the   old   Mecca
Magazine.

There once was a toy collector
Who built a boat from  Erector.
Water poured through the holes -
lt ignored the controls
And sank with a vertical vector.

Neil  Fras

Erector®  =  Meccano® so  we  have
accept Erectomericks.

A fastidious builder named  Bickle
Said,  "I find  l'm  in  rather a pickle.
When Meccano  I clean,
Whether red, blue or green,
I  polish  it down till  it's  nickel."

Here's  a  sfarf for  one;  who'll  suppl
the rest?

Impecunious Wilbur  M.  Holz
Found  his  Meccano  had  not enoug
bolts.

??
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GOLF BALL TESTER
by Norm Lacroix

For the past lew years l've put
my    Meccano®    activities    on     hold
because    of    my    commitmems    at
school,  home  and  other  recreational
pursuits.    During  the winter  l've  been
active    in    competitive   swim    meets
locally,    provincially    and    nationally
having earned placing in the top 10 in
Ontario     for     50,      100     &     200m
Backstroke in the age 50 to 55 group.
During  the summer  I  attempt  to  play
golf ; however,  it can become a rather
expensive activity when  I  lose five/six
balls  per  nine  holes.     Not  to  worry
though!   One of our area golf courses
is  situated  right  next  to  the  mouth  ot
the  junction   of   the   Petawawa   and
Ottawa Fivers, and whenever my son

t

Mike  and  I  take  out  our  canoe,  we
also  take  along  a  golf  ball  retriever
consisting  of  a  shaped  coat  hanger
fastened  to  the  end  of  an  old  pool
cue.    F`arely do we return  home with
fewer  than  a  few  dozen  golf  balls,
most    ot    which    require    a    good
cleaning.    In  the  past  few  years  we
have  managed  to  recover  close  to
3000  balls,  some  of  which  we  have
sold     to     pay    tor     our     golf    club
memberships, some were swapped tor
two  new  sets  of clubs,  some passed
on to others with whom we golf .

After  the  balls   get  cleaned,
and   the  obviously   ruined   balls   are
culled   out,   we   needed   an   eff icient
method  to  test  the  remaining  balls.
The test device shown in the diagram
seems  to  have  done  the  trick.    We
can  test  70  to  80  balls  in  about  a

minute.   The way the tester works  is
quite straightforward, as can be seen
in  the  diagram.     Because   all   balls
start at the same height lrom the ball
holder end and all balls are subject to
the  same  laws  of  gravity,  every  ball
will   end   up   first   striking   the   steel
impact  block    (Any  flat  solid  surface
would   do  just   as  well,   such   as   a
terrazzo or concrete basement floor).
A   ball   known   to   be   satisfactory   is
placed   in   the   ballholder   end   and
gently  nudged  to start it rolling  down
the  ramp.    Note  where  it  lands  after
bouncing  off  the  impact  block,   and
place  a  small  cardboard  box  at  that
point   to   receive   subsequent   balls.
Place   a   small   towel   or   other   soft
material  in  the  bottom  of  the  box  to
prevent  balls  from  bouncing  out.     If
set  up  as  shown  in  the diagram  you
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TABLE ABOUT
80cm H.GH

PATH OF ALL
GOLF  BALLS

STEEL  IMPACT BLOCK
ABOUT 10X10X10cm +

GOLF BALL TESTER
by Norm Lacroix  (drawn using lsoMEC)

PATH 0F
OVER-COMPRESSED

GOLF  BALLS

should  discover  that  defective  balls
will  fall  short  ot  the  box,   and  over
compressed balls (quite often X-outs)
will  land past the box.

P.S.        We    have    four   golt
courses within  15  minutes drive so  if
any  Meccanoman  happens  to  be  in
the   area   I   will   supply   all   the   balls
needed  for  a  round  of  golt.    I`m  still
trying to break  loo for  18  holes!

My      son's      OAC      Physics
teacher heard about this device and it
was  used  in  their  studies  of  gravity,
action/reaction , momentum , parabolic
curves,  etc.   They shot videos of ball
tests, fed the video  into a digitalizing
program  in  a  Mac computer  and  did
all   sorts   ol   weird    and   wonderful
calculations  to  confirm  that  Newton
was   on    the    right   track   with    his
gravitational  laws.

Winner:  Mike Lacroix, who has been
a steadtast  member of the Canadian
Meccano®  group  since  its  inception,
has  won  a  major  scholarship  to  the
University ot Waterloo.  We all can be
proud  of  Mike  -  who  at  the  last lew
Hobby   Show   gatherings   has   been
sales    manager   for    father    Norm's
business  in  replica  and  secondhand
Meceano® parts.
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Obituary:   Allan  Singer,  a  man who
became  a  Meecano® enthvsiast from
he   moment   he   first   was   given   a
Meccano®  set  when  he  was  eleven
years  old,  died  in  Montreal  in  mid-
July  at  the  age  ot  84.    Although  he
was   better   known   by   the   general
public    for    his    fight    tor    English-
language fights in Quebec, he will be
remembered by Canadian Meocano-
men tor his interest in the hobby that
spanned nearly eight decades.

I  first  med  Allan  in  the  mid-
nineteen sixties, shortly after I had my
Meecano®  collection  shipped  over  to
me lrom England.   Before long,  I was

:o;::n:df:jrsafd:t;°t::'frp=ea#::gaenndt
of  the  era  that  Allan  was  one ot the
five   dealers   in   the   Montreal   area.
From the tirst meeting that we had in
his store on Sherbrooke Street. a firm
triendship developed.   No matter how
busy  he was,  whenever I went to the
store,  he  took  time  to  spend  a  few
minutes  with   me  to   talk  about  the
hobby.   It almost goes without saying

that, on most occasions, I left with my
pocket    somewhat    lighter    -    and
somewhat   heavier   (with   Meccano®
parts).

Allan's    ambition    when    he
retired (which ol course he never did),
was to build all the Supermodels.   To
this end,  many years ago-in the red
and  green  era-  he  purchased  suf-
ficient  parts  for  himself  so  that  he
could  lulfil  that goal.    Somewhere  in
his collection, therefor,  there are  102
11/2"  Angle Girders,  so  that the Giant
BIocksetting  Crane  can  be  built!    He
did  get  as  far  as  building  the  Baltic
Tank Locomotive,  and  I  recall seeing
it at his  home one Of the last times  I
had a chance to visit him.

AI[an will be missed,  both for
his  knowledge  ot  the  early  years  of
Meccano3   in   Canada,   and   for   his
support of the riobby.   He gave a  lot
of   his   free   time   to   Meccano,   for
example, in helping in the cataloguing
and  disposal  of  collections.    To  his
widow,  Jean,  we  offer  our  deepest
sympathy.                   Colin  Hoare
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VICTORIA'S JOHNSON STREET BRIDGE
by J.A.  Drysdalle

The   Johnson   St.   Bridge   in
Victoria is a Strauss  trunnion single-
leaf Bascule bridge (bascule meaning
see-saw in  French).   It was designed
by Joseph Strauss, the designer of the
San    Francisco-Oakland    Bay    and
Golden Gate bridges.

The first bridge was a wooden
one   (1854   to    1862);   the   second,
costing  $36,000,  was  a swing  bridge
(1886  to  1924);  the  present  bascule
bridge,  formally  opened  in  1922  and
otficially opened on January 1 1, 1924,
Cost $918,000.

Statistics:
10,000 cu feet of concrete
1,000 tons ot steel
Steel portion: 451  teet long
Steel span:  150 feet long
Poadway width : 30ft+8ft sidewalk=38ft
Width of railway section: 20 ft
Height from top of columns: 80 ft
Ploadway      bridge      counterweight:
approx.867 tons
Pailway bridge counterweight: approx.
550 tons
Ploadway  bridge  power:  2  X  75  HP
electric     motors     +     1     Waukesha
auxiliary gasoline engine.

The   Johnson   Street   Bridge
was the first project for which  I  didn't
have  any  Meccano®  plans.     I   have
built different models out of Meccano®

books but  I never had  much success
making them operate.

I      looked     around      for     a
prototype but most of the things I saw
had already been built by somebody,
so  I  began  thinking that the Johnson
Street    Bridge   would    be    a    good
project.    I went down  and  took some
pictures   but   could   only   get   angle
shots   as   I   didn't  have  a  boat  with
which  to  take  a  side  view.     I  really
didn't do too bad with the dimensions
as alter I had built my bridge I obtain-
ed  a copy of one of the original plans
and  found  that  I  was  not too  far out.
(The span  lifts to 800,  mine to 75°)

The    measurements   of    my
bridge are:

Lift span:  25.5in.  long
Height  from   base  to  top  of  bridge:
20.5in.  overall
Width   not   including   control   house:
9.5in.
Vehicle counterweight:  12  Ib ot lead
Train counterweight:  10 lb ot lead

ln  1988  my bridge went over
to Vancouver as an unfinished model
(no  power).    It was  powered  in  1989
when  it  went  to  the  Pacitic  National
Exhibition.   At   that   time,   the   bridge
would  only  rise  about  50°,  but  since
then  with  a  few  modifications,  it  will
now  rise to  800.   The  railway  section
is  now complete.

The    most    interesting    part
about   the   bridge   is   the   rack   and
pinion lift.   I have seen articles on the
use ot this but never thought I would
get  to  use  this  in  such  a  way.  For
power I used two 24 volt motors from
Norm  Lacroix.   The gearing was just
about right with the added pinions on
the shaft. These went right behind the
motor  to  be  connected  to  the  rack.
The train  bridge  uses the same type
motor.

The prototype bridge operates
mostly at quiet traffic time, as there is
less marine traffic than there used to
be.   I was invited to tour the bridge by
longtime     city      operator      Tom
Plowbottom.     We  went  up   into  the
machinery rooms.   The bridge  is  run
by   two   motors   in   each   machinery
room  and  backed  up  by  a  gasoline
motor in each room.

I have drawings of the original
bridge,  which  I  will  send  to  anyone
who    wants    to    build    it,    just    for
photocopying    and    postage    costs
(roughly 2-3 dollars).

The     other     model     is     an
American     14in.     railway    gun,     all
Meccano®  except  the  barrel   of  the
gun.       The   original   barrel   was   a
baseball bat, but it checked too badly.
The  model  is  3ft  long,12in.  high  by
31/2in.  wide; the barrel  is 24in.  long.
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Johnson Street Bridges
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Modeling Challenge:  ln Consfwcfor
OLiarfer/y reeently we saw a splendid

AiR  cOMPREss  locomotive    model,    notable    among

other things  for the  number of pipes
curved  exactly  like  the  prototype.    11

I the model pipes were made from Axle
===jE;-i=R:viF, Rods, how was it done?  It is possible

ANGLE    to reproduce curved rods using plastic
powERF rod  of  various  kinds.     Some  plastic

will   soften   and   can   be  curved   by
immersing   it  in   hot  water,  and  will

TftucK-A             then    retain   the   new   shape.       But

sometimes   it   is   desirable   to    use
curved   Meccano®   rods.      Who   will
produce a design tor a "Pod Bender'.?



Heavy Hook for Crane:   Bill Watt of
Auckland. New Zealand, built a model
of   a   480-ton   gantry   crane   from
France,  originally shown  in  Mecoano
Magaz/.ne  for  September  1932.     He
rppor`ed -iri the NZFMM Magazine tor
June   1996   that   Meccano®   has   no
hook of suitable Size, so he made one
out  of  quarter-inch  steel  plate.    For
my  model  of  a  Brownhoist  200-ton
wreck   (breakdown)   crane   at   about
1 :12 scale,  I faced the same problem,
but  solved  it  using  mostly  Meccano®
parts -  mutilated of course.   Like tlie
French  gantry crane,  the Brownhoist
crane   used   a   double-sided   main

:::#; thsc:i,:: ofoawnwie:tca::8 sveef%
circular  plate.  Eight  of  them  slacked
gave a suitable thickness.  To make a
hook,  each  plate  was  filed  down  as
shown   by   the  shaded   areas   in   A
above.     The  first  part  of  the  shank
was  made  by bolting  pairs  of 4-hole
strips on either side of the vertical row
of holes, and the hook recesses were
filed smooth after the stack was bolted
together.

For this hcok, the shank was
extended   upward   using   a   5-hole
coupling,   running   up   through   two
largenon-Meccano3nuts(thethreads
filed out) with a ./2in. ball bearing race
sandwiched  between,   and  retaining
bolts screwed into the top lioles of the
Coupling.    The  lower  large  nut  was
tapped each side for bolts to attach it
to the pulley sheave above.

lf a solid shank is desired for
the  heavy  liook,  diagram  a  is called
into    play.         Two    of    these    are

LITES, LIGHTS AND
"And the Lord said, Let there be Light"

Some    models,    particularly
fairground   equipment,   need   lots  of
illumination.     There  are  no  ljghts  in

iu=rceani.® p5;gt::ti;o:.  ,:i':thLnas I:;
solution  which  seemed  to  attract lots
of attention  at exhibitions.

I     cut     up     sets     of     mini
Christmas  Lites.    I  usually  use  a  toy
train  transformer  to  power  a  12-volt
motor to run  my models and most of
these   train   transformers    have   an
accessory output of  15 volts.  I took a
set  of  40  mini  Christmas  lites  which
was designed to operate on 120 Volts
(standard North American household
power) and cut them into strings of 5
lamps each.

Five  lamps  jn  series  require
15  Volts,   exactly  the  output  of  my
transformer.   The 5-lamp strings are
not  difficult  to  install  on  the  models
and  the  15  Volt  power  is  very safe  if
touched  by  young  fingers.     The  5-
Iamp  strings  can  be  equipped  with
crimp  (solderless)  eyelets,  facilitating
installation  and  removal  of  electrical
connections with nuts and bolts.   The
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required  for  each  lamination  of  the
hook.   The  right-hand portion  of tlie
plate (C above) is left over - a useful,
sturdy corner bracket,  much cheaper
than the Exacto version.   Portion D is
used tor the hook.

Plates A and D are alternated
in   the   stack   of   lamjnations,   and
between  tlie  D  portions a 4,  5  or 6-
hole strip forms part of the shank.   At
each A lamination,  a Fishplate or 3-
hole strip i§ used in the shank.

Master    Mod®I®r/Mutilator:       That
acme of North America modelers, Dr.
Keith     Cameron,     joins     the     Old
Mutjlator!  His new Heisler Locomotive
(eonstI.!ctor.  quanerly,  June  igg6)
uses slit and chopped Flexible plates
(but only plastic!)!

MORE LITES
5-lamp strings are all to be connected
parallel to the 15 Volt output.   Most of
these   Christmas   lite  sets   have   an
accessory,    a    flasher    bulb    which
flashes the entire string.   If desired a
tlasher bulb can  be  installed  in  each
5-lamp  unit;  a  random  pattern  will
develop   as   the   duration   of   each
flasher is slightly different. On a large
model  with  lots  of  lites  such  as  my
16-chair  "Big   Wheel"   Ferris   Wheel
with    80    Iites    the    effect    is    quite
delightfu,.

The example of the 40-lamp
sets,  the  120  Volt  household  power,
and  the  15  Volt  accessory  output  of
the  train  transformer  yielded  whole
number aritlimetic.

Not all Christmas life sets are
40-lamp,   not  all  acoessory  outputs
are  15  Volt  and  if  you  do  not  live  in
North     America     your     household
"mains"  may  be different.   The thing

to  keep  in  mind,  .if  you  attempt  this
procedure,   is   DO   NOT   under   any
circumstances   apply   more   voltage
across a lamp than the lamp is rated
to handle.

INCANDESCENTLY YOUPS,

John A. Wapshott
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SkegEx 1996 by Colin Hoare

pleasure  ot  a  show  in

Above: Jacques Roussow (Soutri Africa), Ken Wright
andJerryDubois,outsideSkegnessFestivalPavilion.
Below:    No  mistaking  a  Bob  Brooker  Automobile!

I  have attended quite a lew Meccano® shows  in
England over the years, but there is never anything that
can  match  the atmosphere  and
Skegness.  This was my second
trip to this show of shows,  and,
since   it   was   the   first   to   be
extended   over   three   days,   it
proved    to    be   a    magnificent
success.

SkegEx would not be the
same   if   it   did   not   have   any
overseas visitors,  and there are
quite    a   few.       Canada   was
represented     by     both     Gerry
DUBois  and  myself ,  the  United
States   was   presented   by   Dr.
Kramer,   and   South   Africa   by
Jaques   Ploussouw.      Closer  to
home, the president ot the Italian
Meccano®     group      was      in
attendance,     as     was     Peter
Kessler  from   Switzerland,   and
the usual strong contingent trom
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Holland.   If there were others-well,  I  missed them.

To  get an  idea of  the quality  of the  models  on
display,  no  less  than  41   were  nominated  as  potential
prize winners.   In total, there were well over 100 models
on  display,  and  it  is  to  organizer  Mike  Cotterill's  credit
that space was found tor all of them.  How the voters (the
modelers   themselves)   managed   to   select   three   top
models  over  the  competition  is  quite  an  achievement.
Had  I brought the right to vote - next time,  I'm taking a
51/2" Strip bolted to a 21/2" Strip to form a cross, so that I
can qualify (I might even go so far as making a triangle),
i{  pushed  -  I  would  have  certainly  had  great  difficulty
choosing which model deserved the lssigonis Shield.  As
it was, the awards were as follows:

First prize:           Dave Taylor           Dunmow  Plailway

Second  Prize:    Michael Molden    Fairground Twist Plide

Third  prize:        Howard sie           Heavy Transport Lorry

For these three to win, some outstanding models
had   to   become   also-Tans,    notably-Tony   Rednall's
contribution.

It the name Dave Taylor sounds tamiliar to some
readers,  it will  be because he writes about the different
Meccano®  colour  schemes  in  "Constructor  Quarterly."
Here he proved that he is an outstanding modeler in his
own  right,  one with  a  great sense  of  humour  to  boot  .
His model consisted of a section of a railway track, and
was called the Dunmow Pailway.   It is described as "an
isolated branch  line in  the wilds of  Essex.   The line was

:'v°esrggpty(e|:rhdt)Re:i:|nog®'%::,,dumeet:b:rg,ur:,auuscr:::
suicidal  mad  cow,  continue to  operate the  railway with
enthusiasm."



Top:  Colin Hoare, left; Mike Edkins, right; Ken Wright, background centre.

Middle: American 4-8-4 locomotive by Bob Ford.
Bottom: "Le Shuttle.', humorous model of Channel Tunnel Shuttle!

The  total  extent  of the  rolling  stock  consisted  of  one  locomotive,  one
railway carriage,  and one pump trolley.   The 20ft or so ot track,  however,  had
space for a turntable bridge,  a lifting  bridge,  a level crossing,  an  engine shed
and two railway stations -Dunmow and Otherend Halt.   Every Meccano man in
the model was doing something: for example,  a porter on the Dunmow station
watered some flowers -which then doubled in height.  To add icing to the cake,
as it were the trainspotter and the lady in the car (with the plate 81 MBO) waiting
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at  the  level  crossing  just  had  to  be
seen to be believed.

In     second     place,     came
Michael   Molden's   Fairground   Twist
Ride.    Had  Dave  Taylor's  model  not
been there, this would have been the
outright  winner.    It  was  based  on  a
prototype,  and  had  its own  truck,  an
EPIF   Fairground  generator  lorry,   to
pull  the  model  into  position  as  well.
The    centre    frame   ot    the    model
rotated, with three spider units turning
via friction tyres  making contact with
the  floor  of  the  model.    The  model
featured  floodlights,  a  pay  box,  and
the name of the ride, 'Sizzler. built out
of   Meccano  Strips.   The  model was
fully  self-contained,  and  could  be  -
and  was  -  folded  up  to  store  on  a
trailer.    The  model  was  also  notable
for  its  immaculate condition  (as was
Dave Taylor's,  I  might add).

It   is   virtually   impossible   to
mention  all  the  models:  there  were
several    that    stuck    in     my    mind
however,   either  because  they  were
contributed  by  good  friends,  or  they
were  so   ingenious  and/or  unusual.
One  model  to  look  tor  in  the  next
edition of "Constructor Quarterly"  will
be  Jack  Partridge's  Ping  Pong  Ball
Transporter.      The   model   contains
twelve   microswjtches,   all   of   which
came from a supplier here in Toronto.
Ernie  Chandler  country  gates,   and
Michael  exhibited the same  model at
the Kew Bridge exhibition, a Canadian
visitor recognized it instantly, because
it  turned  out  that  the  man's  brother
was  an  artist  who  had  a  book  on
Tatlin in his possession.

One      final      Canadian
connection was again contributed by
Michael.      Imitation   is   the  sincerest
form  of flattery,  and  one of the most
popular  recent  models to  be  built by
others from instructions had been Ed
Barclay's     Gear     and     Sprocket
demonstration     model.          Michael,
however,   had   taken   it  to   a  higher
plane,  in that he had Sprockets being
used as Gears, Gears used tor chain
drives, and Bevel Gears both meshing
in line with each other, as well as with
Contrates.   All  in  all,  a great show.more-
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SKEGEX  PIX '96

Top:   Dave  Taylor's  Durmow  Railway
loco.  Middle:  Chris  Harris  and  a
Junior  Collection;  John  Sinton
and  40-ton  Titan  blocksetting

:::::da::t::in;a::fEa;:::S: 3::ow
Railway;  Jerry  Dubois  and  Colin
Hoare  with  Constructor uarterl
Photos  by  Nigel  Barker.
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